NgaRRiNDJeRi WURRUWARRIN: a world that is, was, and will be (1998). By Diane Bell, M elbourne 1998. Pp. 688.$29.95.
The initial appearance and feel of the book is appealing. Even though I found the mix of u p p e r and low er case in the title w ord NgaRRiNDjeRi irritating, and w ondered at the choice of this spelling instead of N arrinyeri, anyone w ith even the vaguest u n d er standing of N garrindjeri country w ould appreciate M uriel Van Der Byl's cover illustra tion of a pelican against the background of sun, san d -dunes and water. H ow ever, as a book can truly not be judged by its cover, w h at of the contents?
As I u n d erstan d is conventional for m any readers, I brow sed on the photographs, acknow ledgem ents and bibliography first. The latter is selectively copious-N ew land (1899), Lewis (1922) and Russell (1953) are am ongst strange om issions-and the research assistants w ho located the m aterial, as w ell as m any others, are fulsom ely acknow ledged. A lthough I found it odd th at the aerobics class and anonym ous contrib utors of bacon and eggs w ere included, it is a pleasure to see generous acknow edgem ent. In contrast the p h o to g rap h s in m y copy, w ith the exception of th at of M uriel Van Der Byl (p. 51), are poor reproductions, an d do no service to the N garrindjeri people, their country and craftw ork, the au th o r or the publishers. W hy so little use w as m ade of the excellent illustrations th at are available in A ngas (1847) and other early illustrators is a puzzle: although Professor Bell states th at the '[w om en] appear m uted and in the ' (p. 683) , and E y lm a n n is in c o rre c tly spelt th ro u g h o u t.
The p ro lo g u e is im p o rta n t in th a t it sets the scene and indicates th a t the book, w h ils t co n sid e rin g a n u m b e r o f aspects o f N g a rrin d je ri c u ltu re , is also a b o u t a fe m in is t a n th ro p o lo g is t d e c la rin g h e rse lf an 'e th n o g ra p h e r' and asserting th a t she w ill be pre senting 'va lu e -fre e ' w r itin g a b o u t the 'p ro p o n e n t' w o m e n associated w ith the H in dm arsh Island R oyal C o m m is s io n (pp. [35] [36] . W h ils t it is also tru e th a t Professor Bell indicates th a t N g a rrin d je ri m en are to be m e n tio n e d , the fact th a t the b o o k w ill be con In m a n y w a y s the fo llo w in g set o f questions the a u th o r asks are c ru c ia l to b o th her presentation and to those p resent-day N g a rrin d je ri w h o m she quotes.
Can people w h o no lo n g e r liv e a 'trib a l life ', lik e th a t o f the peoples o f central and n o rth e rn A u s tra lia , o r the people o f the P lains and Pueblos o f N o rth A m e rica , expect to receive the benefits o f le g is la tio n th a t requires evidence o f 'tra d itio n '? W h a t is 'tra d itio n ' in th is context? These questions have arisen in p re v io u s cases. Each ne w case b rin g s ne w sp e cu latio n and con te stin g o f the concept o f 'tra d itio n '. C an tra d itio n s be changed? Be relearned? Be reasserted? Can there be a tra d itio n o f in n o v a tio n ? A re a n th ro p o lo g is ts p a rt o f the 'in v e n tio n o f c u ltu re '? (p. 13).
W ith the e xception o f the q u estion 'W h a t is tra d itio n ? ', I believe th a t the answ er is 'Yes' to a ll questions, so th a t the greatest p ro b le m s arise i f a n th ro p o lo g is ts are p a rt of, The author's inability to gain the cooperation of the 'dissid en t' w om en, or access to m any im p o rtan t docum ents-a point reiterated later (p. 473)-is understandable in the context of H in d m arsh Island politics and legalities, b u t is to be regretted in that it m eans this book can only be a partial account of Ngarrindjeri Wurruwarrin.
That 'the Royal C om m ission found fabrication in the oral accounts of the propo nent w om en '-a serious and considered finding on the basis of the evidence presented by the 'd issid en t' N garrindjeri w om en and by a nu m ber of anthropologists (am ongst others)-is not d enied (p. 34). H ow ever this finding is in part challenged, it seems, on the grounds th at 'N garrindjeri eth n o g rap h y ' is not 'th e sole province of anthropolo gists ' (p. 35) . It never has been, as w itnessed by the range of backgrounds of ethno graphic w riters listed in the Bibliography-a doctor, m issionaries, geographers and an entom ologist are am ongst the w riters w ho p rovided key historical references, and by the fact that num b ers of the N garrindjeri them selves use their ow n ehnographic know l edge for tourist v entures and a very considerable range of associations w ith the w ider public. The latter v entures and associations are clear exam ples of N garrindjeri people w ho do 'control the flow of know ledge', b u t Professor Bell is correct to point out that this is not alw ays so (p. 35), and her ow n thoroughness in checking her w riting w ith those N garrindjeri people w ho su p p o rted her (p. 32) is laudable.
M uch as there is a considerable am ount of inform ation in the prologue that is val uable in indicating aspects that will be add ressed and questions posed, there are ele m ents w hich read as a narcissistic self prom otion by the author. Such is not the case w ith other publications I have read by Professor Bell, nor is it so strongly the case w ith the rest of the book. H ow ever, it is difficult not to conclude that her last nine years in the U nited States of A m erica, w ith strong interest in 'N ew Age p rophets' (p. 1), have notas one m ight expect-had a considerable influence. The voice is A ustralian, b ut there is no hint of editorial restraint, and the 'noise' is as A m erican as Coca-Cola. (This is not a criticism so m uch as a reaction. It reflects that I am a fairly conservative person w ho, in King Canute fashion, does not drin k Coca-Cola and, w hilst applau d in g A m erican dem ocratic institutions and m uch else that A m ericans have to offer, attem pts to fight being engulfed by m onolithic A m erican 'culture').
The above m inor quibbles suggest that, despite a great deal of research, thought and concern to do the right thing by the N garrindjeri, the book w as rushed in the p rin t ing stages. W hat, though, of the substance of the rest of the book?
After an initial fairly quick reading, four things particularly struck me.
First, it is a m easure of the author's integrity th at she not only adm its at the com m encem ent of the book th at ' [being] here and being th ere'-m eaning in the Lower M ur ray area and in M assachusetts-'is becom ing less distinct' (p. 33), b u t also reiterates this at the end (p. 595). T hat this led to her feeling 'dislocations in time and space' (ibid.) is a very honest com m ent. H ow ever it also suggests that she is inherently aw are that, despite u n d o u b ted ly great labours, there are areas of N garrindjeri culture that she did not investigate as w ell as she w ould have w ished. There is even a faint possibility that she m ay have th o u g h t that there w ere points at w hich she unw ittingly inter-w ove N garrindjeri an d N ative A m erican cultures.
Second, th at the N garrindjeri 'p ro p o n en t' w om en and occasional males, w ho pro vided a relatively sm all am ount of the 'w eav e' of the book, have been so tightly w oven into the author's own highly selective ethnographic illustrations, questionings, discus sions and interpretations, is inherently problematic for them. It seems to me that their own comments will either remain part of the weave of the author's basket, or will be likely to be rent asunder wherever her weave is questioned and found lacking during the course of any critical assessment.
Third, and related to the first two points, is that it is difficult not to believe that the author has other than, sub-consciously, strongly promoted the predominant sacred cir cle imagery of the Native Americans (particularly that of the Cheyenne and Lakota peo ples) during her discussions with the 'proponent' Ngarrindjeri people, and that in her own discussions she has then subconsciously extended the sacred circle imagery far beyond anything mentioned to her by the Ngarrindjeri people.
And fourth, the text is wonderfully well organised, in general very lucidly pre sented, and is commendably readable to a wide potential audience. Although I found it excessively questioning and 'wordy' in some places, that does not detract from its accessibility to interested readers.
I now turn to a constructively critical review of the main text.
The first chapter is called 'Weaving the World of Ngarrindjeri'. In an attempt to be objective when, after an initial quick reading of the book, I began a detailed considera tion, I decided to check on what was known of Ngarrindjeri weaving, as well as the influences on the author to which she had alluded.
Taplin states: 'The mats and baskets are made of two or three kinds of rushes and flags ' (1989[1879] :40). His later close observations led to an expansion which reads:
The Narrinyeri make a great many mats and baskets of different kinds. Most of them are made of rushes, worked together with a sort of stitch. Baskets and mats of various shapes are thus produced. Another kind of mat is made of the bark of the mallee scrub, dried and beaten ino a fibrous mass. This is worked together with meshes, and makes a thick durable mat. Sometimes a quantity of the shaggy sea weed, which is found on the shore, is washed in fresh water and dried, and worked into the mat, forming a sort of shaggy nap. Such a nap would be used as a bed. (Taplin, in Woods, 1997 : 43).
In essence, these observations were confirmed by Eyre, for near-neighbours north on the Murray (1997(1845] : 310-313), and partially corroborated a century later by the Berndts (1993: 96-102). Eyre also closely described and illustrated the different kinds of bone needles, indicating that the method of use 'in sewing was as we use a shoemaker's awl, the hole is bored and the thread put through with the hand...' (p. 310). As he details the kinds of baskets and mats made, and their purposes, and also illustrates four baskets and one mat, the implication is that use of a bone needle and a boring action was the key to their manufacture. The same items, and several more, are well-illus trated in a photograph in Taplin (1989 Taplin ( (1879 : plate facing p. 64). The woven items are oval and rectangular mats; circular, oval and conical baskets; and circular baskets that might also be termed bags. The surviving smaller range of the same items, as well as some variations, are illustrated by the author (pp. 41, 56-57, 77, 79, 516) . Although I may have over-looked it, 'Lare lar', the Ngarrindjeri word for 'circular' (Taplin, 1989 (Taplin, (1879 : 127) does not appear to have survived in the author's records of present-day Ngarrindjeri language. However, whilst the above items often exhibited-or still exhibit-circular form, and although the shelters they m ade were invariably described or illustrated as semi-circular (e.g. see Meyer, in Woods, 1997 Berndt, et.al., 1993: 38) , arcs were painted on shields (Taplin, 1989 (Taplin, (1879 : plate facing p. 32), and other items such as spears and digging-sticks are circular in cross-section, w hat is striking in comparison and contrast with such as central Australian art is the limited am ount of cir cular imagery (e.g. see Munn, 1973) . Naturalistic or stylized naturalistic depictions are predominant in the illustrations that Taplin (1989 Taplin ( (1879 ) was given in the 1860s-1870s and that the Berndts collected eighty years later (Berndt, et.al., 1993) . Similarly, the direct translations of nineteenth century to mid-20th century songs, legendary accounts and historical episodes (e.g. see various translations in Taplin, 1989 Taplin, (1879 ; Taplin, in Wood, 1997 ; and the Berndts [Berndt, et.al., 1993] ) rarely exhibit words or phrases that suggest circularity, with the exception of those aspects (e.g. seasonality, the shape and movement of sun and moon, etc.) that appear to be common to all human-kind.
Although one can assume certain practical concerns, there appear to be no records of what women or men otherwise talked about whilst m aking the baskets and mats. By inference from a near-neighbour group in an entirely different social situation (the meeting of two or more groups for 'festivities'), 'the females engage in a narration of family occurrences, such as births of children, marriages, deaths, &tc., not omitting a sprinkling of gossip and scandal...' (Eyre, 1997 (1845 . However, the only recorded explanations when the Ngarrindjeri were asked why they constructed their artefacts as they did was that the revered mythological hero Ngurunderi had 'm ade all things' (Taplin, in Woods, 1997 : 55, 58): he had 'm ade everything for their use, and taught them to use their implements and weapons in hunting, fishing, and fighting' (Moriarty, in Taplin, 1989 : 51).
The above early historical evidence associated with Ngarrindjeri basket-making has effectively been overlooked by the author. This being the case she states: 'The com parative literature on the sacred nature of weaving in other Indigenous cultures offers clues regarding Ngarrindjeri practice', (p. 87).
Included am ongst these indigenous cultures are, as the author indicates, numbers of Native American peoples (pp. 12-14, 139, 319-320, 600) . There is no need to exten sively detail the references to the significance of sacred circles in the language and imagery of the Native Americans to comprehend that these must be some of the images that the author had in mind. The images are not at all restricted to weaving, as Professor Bell is no doubt aware. Their whole world, in fact, is replete with circles, or with broken hoops that are sometimes seen as repairable, sometimes broken forever (e.g. see McLuhan, 1976; Powell, 1981) . One quotation alone, which is probably as often quoted as any by a Native American, is illustrative. Black Elk, an Oglala Sioux, was the famous orator.
Everything the Power of the World does is done in a circle. The sky is round, and I have heard that the earth is round like a ball, and so are all the stars. The wind, in its great power, whirls. Birds make their nests in circles, for theirs is the same reli gion as ours. The sun comes forth and goes down again in a circle. The moon does the same, and both are round. Even the seasons form a great circle in their chang ing, and always come back again to where they were. The life of a man is a circle from childhood to childhood, and so it is in everything where power moves. Our tepees were round like the nests of birds, and these were always set in a circle, the nations hoop, a nest of many nests, where the Great Spirit meant for us to hatci our children (in Brown, J.E., 1972: n.p.) . With such imagery apparently in mind, and with the author intending to use it to encourage the Ngarrindjeri to express themselves similarly (as the comment on p. 87 implies), it comes as no surprise to find that the Ngarrindjeri did at times express thenselves in such ways. This does not in the least mean that their expressions were net other than genuine ones which had remained latent until tapped by the author. How ever, that the 'recurrent symbolism of the circle in Ngarrindjeri speech' (p. 87) was tra ditional is, as earlier indicated, somewhat doubtful, so that it would have been interesting to know the history of its apparently recent development. The chapter itself commences:
When we weave with the rushes, the memories of our loved ones are there, moul ded into each stitch. And, when w ere weaving, we tell stories. It's not just weav ing, but the stories we tell when we're doing it. Daisy Rankine explains. Wukk n mi:mini means the women's business of weaving and all the cultural and sacred life which has been part of the Ngarrindjeri people's ancestry (p. 43). A remarkable coincidence, surprisingly not used until later in the book, is that a Native American Spiderwoman's 'sacred moment of creation' was to spin 'the world into exist ence out of pure thought', thereby also creating the situation where ever after Native American 'women and...men weave blankets into tales of life' (p. 139).
Daisy Rankine's interesting comment is well developed in the section, 'Making Baskets: Making Family', where Doreen Kartinyeri reveals that,'The tightness of the stitches is like the closeness of the family' (p. 67). This 'almost...throwaway line' proves to be a 'key to Ngarrindjeri symbolic representations of their world' (ibid).
Doreen Kartinyeri had-if I correctly interpret the section-previously held back this revelationary statement from Diane Bell and all other researchers from 1981 until 1996 (pp. 49, 66) . As Professor Bell states, this was Doreen Kartinyeri's right, but it does seem a pity that this 'key' was not recognised by anyone prior to 1996. Still, as we all withold some information, sometimes deliberately and sometimes inadvertently, one should not really be surprised by this. It is a measure of the author's very genuine abil ity as an ethnographic recorder that she was able to draw so many strands of previously unknown ethnographic information from her 'proponent' Ngarrindjeri informants, then weave these strands together.
Numerous descriptions about weaving follow, many of them by Professor Bell in her own expansions upon Ngarrindjeri remarks. The weave the author creates is, in fact, an interesting combination of Austro-American feminist ethnographic writing technique and Ngarrindjeri comments about basketry. There is also a reasonable discus sion about respect for the elders and seasonal influences, but what is later stated is that 'it is the feminist attention to reflexivity that allows the reader to understand the ways in which the ethnography is embedded in particular relationships forged at particular times by particular persons ' (p. 460 ). This may be so, but as a male I am surprised that, although the children (male and female) still learn to weave and tell stories (pp. 44, 56), there is not a solitary quote from males about the craft of weaving. Even though it appears that traditionally the males could not only weave all that the women did but also wove distinctively different kinds of mats and baskets that were for the end-benefit of all (as well as some for male-only use) (p. 85), which suggests that the men might have som e useful com m ents to m ake, the focus is on the N garrindjeri w om en's know l edge. This is the 'g en d ered w o rld ' (p. 37) that the author prom ised from her 'fem inist reading of the sources'.
That 'M aking baskets: M aking fam ily' is, like the N ative A m erican w oven rug m aking, the 'key to N garrindjeri sym bolic representations of their w o rld ' is, in m any w ays, an incredibly sad statem ent, given the au th o r's d ocum entation of their ow n reali sation that their w orld w as substantially (but not w holly) fragm ented by the changes w rought after the com ing of E uropeans (p. 37). It is m ade even m ore poignant by the fact that none of the 'd issid en t' w om en cooperated w ith Professor Bell and that one of the 'p ro p o n en t' fam ilies w ould not allow her to use m aterial they had previously dis cussed w ith her (pp. 32, 36) . In other w ords, it is a book w hich is likely, it sadly seems, to contribute to the continuation of polarisation betw een the N garrindjeri them selves, rather than w eave the families together again.
It also seem s that the im agery of w eaving becam e so d om inant in the author's m ind that she then projected the im agery to unsustainable lengths. This is particularly so w hen she discusses Wururi, the female spid er associated w ith the dispersal of lan guages. The p ostulation that the spid er in question is the h u ntsm an spider is reasona ble, b u t the au th o r is incorrect in stating that it is harm less (p. 138). W hilst it is fortunately true that they are harm less m ost of the time, in fact they are venem ous, their venom breaks dow n cells, and on rare occasions their bites can result in an ever-enlarg ing sore that eats aw ay at the flesh, and som etim es cause death. One m ight reasonably speculate that, because they w ere spiders com m only trapped in fires, and because on occasions they ate aw ay at the flesh of people, this explains the sim ilar mythology, w hich concludes w ith various groups of ancestral A borigines eating aw ay at portions of Wururi's body. H ow ever fem inist ethnographic speculation provides value free (?) 'pow erful im ages' of spiderlings dispersing the language, and the speculation about huntsm an spiders develops into a strong 'identification of that spider species ' (p. 138) . This is then given au th o rity by referring to the previously m entioned 'N ative Am erican stories' of a Spiderw om an w ho-w hilst not associated w ith explosions in fires, canni balism or dispersal of languages as in Wururi s case-inspires N ative Am ericans to 'w eave blankets into tales of life' (p. 139). It does seem to be d raw ing a rather long New Age fem inist ethnographic bow, and to require a creative fem inist reading of the specu lated entom ology, to m ake the connection.
Professor Bell is initially m uch m ore com pelling in her developm ent of m any other aspects of the N g a rrin d je ri/H in d m a rsh Island study. For instance, she gives excellent attention to the creative N g u ru n d eri legend and, follow ing Clarke (1995), em phasises the recorded variations of the tale and furtherm ore indicates that these var iations should serve as a caution w hen considering the details (pp. 91-104). However, she does not herself exercise caution once she leaves the available texts and begins her fem inist speculation. At one stage, for instance, she interprets the account that N gurunderi's w ives w ere d row ned w h en they tried to follow him as illustrating their 'devotion' (p. 95) w hen, in fact, there is no indication in the quoted passage that this w as devotion at all and, since all other accounts indicate that they w ere drow ned because they were defiant of N g u ru n d eri's laws, their dro w n in g in this instance m ay also be interpreted as an act of p u n ish m en t for defiance-som ething the au th o r herself appears to later accept (p. 570). Similar free speculation is involved when, after stating that Ngurunderi's wives are fleeing him when she first begins to consider their role, she then comments:
[Perhaps] they also stand as a reminder of the independent ways of women in days of yore. What might we have learned of the flight of Ngurunderi's wives from their angry, vengeful and easily aroused husband had a senior woman been asked7 (p. 101). Since Penney is quoted with approval as having recorded that 'the [Ngarrindjeri] boys said their mothers and the old women were accustomed to tell them [tales]7 (p. 432), this suggests that both females and males learnt similar accounts of Ngurunderi and other legendary characters-a point also made by the Berndts (Berndt, et. al., 1993) . And since the Ngarrindjeri universally regarded Ngurunderi 'with reverence7 (Taplin, in Woods, 1997 : 58), one might expect the author to have conceded the possibility that both men and women knew of Ngurunderi's deeds in universal ways. In fact, since we do not know who gave the information to the earliest recorders in most instances, senior women cannot be precluded from being amongst the informants. It is thus at least reasonable to suggest that we would have learnt from senior women that the wives owed their form as two women to Ngurunderi (Smith, , and also learnt precisely what Police-trooper T. Moriarty of Goolwa noted. As the author made use of the Moriarty reference, she must be aware that 'the deception practised by his wives', rather than any 'independent ways', is at least one of the reasons given for Ngu runderi's anger, the details being:
Ngurundere had two wives who caught a large fish and a small one. They gave him the small fish to eat, and baked the large one for themselves. When he ate his, he saw the large one, and became very angry, and said to them, 'You shall die for that, and all Tanganarin [local area people] shall die... (Moriarty, in Taplin, 1989 : 51). A much-extended version of this, indicating that taboo fish were eaten by the 'wayward' wives, is given by . As there is also evidence in records of near-neighbour River Murray people that large fish were specifically to be divided into three and shared (Eyre, 1997 (Eyre, [1845 : 292)-a method probably devised by Ngurun deri and demonstrated to his wives-his anger is at least partially explained. Addition ally, though, as the wives were also so irresponsible in their child-caring role that they lost two of the family's four children and left care of the other two to Ngurunderi (Tap lin, in Woods, 1997 Woods, [1879 : 57), it is reasonable to suppose that this is also what might have been learnt had a senior woman been asked.
The author, who acknowledges that she had read all but the Eyre reference, con cludes:
It is, after all, the wives who precede Ngurunderi into the new lands. It is his pur suit of them that is the impulse for explorations of new lands, and it is their trans gressions that vivify gendered food taboos, (p. 101). The weighting is understandable given her stated intent in the Prologue but, as she also gives another account (over 500 pages later in a foot-note) in which Ngurunderi precedes the two wives in all but the very last stage of the journey (p. 633), the conclusion can also be perceived as limiting.
Another point that the author makes is that, in the ethnographic material available to her, the two wives are never named To some extent this is true but, as the author w ould realise, it is also true of m any other secondary (if still im portant) characters in A boriginal m ythology A ustralia-w ide, w h eth er w om en or m en have been the ethnog raphers or anthropologists recording them . (The Seven Sisters, of w hom m ore later, are b ut one exam ple of m ythologiical characters w hose individual nam es have rarely been recorded). In the N g u ru n d eri m yth the po in t is th at the w ives are never recorded as ap art from one another, and are-as w o u ld be expected in real life as well as the m ythology-tw o sisters. Thus the earliest site nam e and reference to them in one of the author's key references is as the Two Sisters, not as the tw o w ives (Berndt, et al., 1993: 224) . At the po in t w here they w ere d row ned they are visible as tw o of three small wavew ashed outcrops, the third being a net bag th at they carried (ibid: 226). In the past, apparently as p a rt of both m en 's and w om en's instruction in know ledge of their land scape, there w ere N garrindjeri people w ho m ade '[m any] pilgrim ages' to the nearest m ainland po in t from w hich these outcrops w ere visible (Smith, n.d.: 331) . H ere the account of their dem ise, the final p u n ish m en t inflicted by N g u ru n d eri because of his pow ers over the w in d s and w aters, w as given as follows:
They began to sw im . The you n g er sister becam e weak: she rem oved her net bag and threw it away. A fter sw im m ing on for a short distance, she drow ned. The elder sister sw am on for a little w ay b u t she too drow ned. They w ere m etam or phosed as three rocks: the Two Sisters (M aralangk the elder as the large rock and the you n g er sister as the sm aller one) and M eruki as the sm allest. They are there today: the Pages... (Berndt, et al., 1993: 226) .
In other w ords, they w ere nam ed, b u t their nam ing evidently derived from the Ngarrinjeri for 'O ld er S ister', 'Y ounger S ister'-an d in addition, 'N et bag'. (As Taplin gives 'M arau w e' [alternative 'M aranow e'] as the N garrindjeri w ord for 'o ld er sister', and one can reasonably presum e that the outcrop M aralangk derives its nam e from this w ord, then I believe th at it is reasonable to postu late th at the given u nderstood am ongst nine teenth century N garrindjeri people w ould have been that the younger sister outcrop w as nam ed Tartangk or Tartilangk from their w ord 'Tarti', m eaning 'Sister, younger' [Taplin, 1989 [Taplin, (1879 : 137]. Present-day N garrindjeri and linguists w ould, presum ably, be able to determ in e w hether this speculation is ap p ro priate or not. As above intim ated, too, 'M eruki' is the B erndt's spelling of Taplin's 'M ererki', m eaning 'N et bag' [ibid: 134] ).
In contrast to the above illustrations of alternative variations on the author's w eave, it is only fair to say that she w ell develops the usefully sub-headed sections from 'Life on the Mission: From Taplin's Time O n ' to 'N garrindjeri of High Literary Degree' (pp. 136). C ertainly I agree that Daisy R ankine's w riting of h er life story is to be com m ended (pp. 135-136), and w ould hope that it is eventually published along w ith other N garrindjeri accounts, including M ilerum 's fascinating life-story. (The latter w ork, w hich ap parently includes films, p h otographs, song-recordings, draw ings, m aps and note-books, is w ell-referenced in the index, and w as recorded w ith the full cooper ation of M ilerum by the rem arkable entom ologist and eth n o grapher N orm an Tindale. The collection, held in the South A ustralian M useum , has as custodian M ilerum 's grandson, and it is one of the m ain records u p o n w hich the au th o r acknow ledges she has been privileged to draw ).
As previously indicated, I believe th at the au th or's approach to the story of Wururi is fem inist speculative ethnographic interpretation at its m ost extrem e. Speculation can be useful, b u t in this presentation it is rarely 'value-free'. Professor Bell constantly w eakens her fem inist case and, sadly in m y view, in the process at times both m isrepre sents the N garrindjeri's 'w o rld that is, was, and will be', and m uch of the clear historical ethnographic evidence that she read. Every chapter contains exam ples, b u t for the m om ent one fu rther reference from C hapter 3 will suffice.
In h er discussion of C aptain Charles Sturt's and party's travel by w haleboat dow n the River M urray in 1830, she u nderstandably does not query Sturt's perception that the N garrindjeri had lit large fires (a m eans of driving perceived dem ons aw ay) because of their alarm at the exploration party's appearance, and correctly states that '[we] do not knoiu w h at m ight have h ap p en ed had he explored the hum m ocks and M urray M outh in any detail, (my em phasis). H ow ever, she then uses the exam ple of the later m u rd er of C aptain Barker by N garrindjeri m en to state that, 'W atchful N garrindjeri m en were poised, ready to intervene should Sturt's party violate their law by desecrating sacred sites or interfering w ith their w om enfolk' (p. 151). N early three h undred pages later they are not only 'read y to intervene' but have deliberately gathered in sufficient n u m bers to 'o v erw h elm the invaders should they stray to close' (p. 429). Professor Bell must know, from her reading of Sturt, that he constantly did his best to m ake friends w ith all A ustralian indigenous peoples m et-often by presenting gifts; that he forbade m em bers of his party to interfere w ith wom en; that he did not deliberately desecrate sacred sites (w hich he could not be expected to know about); and that he w as proud that d u r ing his travels and explorations during 1826-1846 he did not have any clashes w ith A borigines w hich resulted in deaths of the latter. She must also know that one of her major sources, Taplin, states quite clearly: I know several m en w ho rem em ber the arrival of C aptain Sturt, and they tell of the terror w hich w as felt as they beheld his boat crossing the Lake A lexandrina. (in W oods, 1879 [1997] : 3).
This tends to suggest that, rather than Professor Bell's speculative gathering of w arriors ready to 'overw helm the invaders', the N garrindjeri w ere m uch m ore likely to flee. (A lthough the re-enactm ent of Sturt's journey in 1951 resulted in the singing of a 'w ar song' and encouragem ent of y oung m en to 'drive the w hite m en back to the sea' [p. 146] , there is no evidence that this w as the original response. In fact, since S turt's party had com e dow n the River M urray, the logical exhortation at the time of S turt's ap p ear ance w o u ld have been to 'd riv e the w hite m en back up the R iver', rather than out to sea).
The au th o r must also know, from her reading of Sturt, Woods and Bull (p. 429 ) and her initial acceptance that Barker w as killed by the N garrindjeri (p. 151), that her su g gestion th at Barker w as possibly drow ned (p. 429) is m isleading w ithout including the other inform ation w hich is in her preferred reference. This is that Barker had been speared before-hand and attem pted to escape by fleeing into the w ater (Woods, 1997 (Woods, [1879 : xvi). H e w as, according to a Kaurna w om an w ho had been captured by the N garrindjeri, speared because he did not reciprocate friendly signs [Bull, 1884: 75] ). Thereafter, according to other N garrindjeri evidence told to investigators at the tim e of his disappearance, 'his b o d y w as throw n into the stream and carried out to sea' (ibid:74): the au th o r prefers the additional historical speculation that he w as eaten.
Such m ischievous speculation about the historical events casts considerable doubts on the veracity of the entire book yet this should not be the case. Professor Bell and h er n u m ero u s assistants have d one m uch excellent research, and the au th o r has structured the contents exceedingly well, b u t then fem inist eth n o g raphy/anthropology, N ew Age interests, difficulties in coping w ith tim e-zone changes d u ring travels, chang ing interests and agendas, all seem to have contributed to a tearing of the w eave of the book. Even w hen the au th o r states that she 'can explore som e...questions, b u t m uch will rem ain speculation' (p. 155), the speculation in 'M any M eanings: Few Recordings' (pp. 155-166) is, in m y view, excessive. Thus w hilst fragm entary recordings of songs w hich contain the sam e expression 'Pata zvinema' are concluded, 'from the text and rhythm ', to be 'definitely the sam e song' (my em phasis), the follow -up discussion has num erous expressions of the 'm ay be', 'could be', 'w o u ld be' kind, w hich does not give the im pression of confidence in this assessm ent. H er fem inist reading of the records also results in her here, as in m ost of the book, considering the w om en's inform ation first-and-forem ost, and the m ale inform ation last, w hereas a sim ple chronological approach-even though it reverses the p resentation-is at least as potentially useful, as the follow ing sum m ary dem onstrates.
The available inform ation from m ales is that it w as a song sung d u ring the m ost highly acknow ledged m ale info rm an t's initiation in 1882; an d -the only expansive and 'quite explicit' com m entary (given in 1964)-that it w as to do w ith the greeting of stran gers by N garrindjeri people w ho w ere g athering cockles at 'the N ine Mile' in the Goolwa area. The decades later accounts by w om en w ho could only give the m ost abbreviated of glosses indicates th at it w as a [presum ed traditional] 'w elcom ing song', w hich is in accord w ith the detailed male description; that it w as to do w ith the 'com ing of w hite m an, taking of lan d ' (1988) ; and th at it w as 'a cursing the w hite-fellas song ' (1997) . There is no discussion of the changing A boriginal and broader A ustralian poli tics of the times, or the agendas of the recorders, w hich-to speculate like the au th o rm ight have helped to explain the 1980s-1990s glosses to do w ith dispossession of land and cursing of 'w hite-fellas' as opposed to the other accepted traditional explanations. Instead w e read pages of adm ittedly w ell-researched ethno-m usical discussion, d raw ing upon inform ation from C entral A ustralia, the Roper River and elsew here in A us tralia, aim ed at proving that all m eanings have relevance. It seem s odd that, in contrast, no attem p t has been m ade at a literal translation of the w ords, although one of the author's key references (w hich uses an older phonetic system w ith stress sym bols) sug gests the possibility that the w ord Pata refers to the 'sw am p gum tree', and th at 'w inem a' m ay be the song-poetic form of either 'W inna', a fishing net, or, m ore likely, 'W inne', the w ord for thread (Woods, 1997 (Woods, [1879 : 174, 177. W hether these are helpful suggestions or not requires consideration by a linguist. C hapter 3, w hich prim arily concerns singing and cerem onies is, apart from the C aptain S tu rt/C a p ta in Barker m ischief and the inflated discussion on songs, quite an interesting chapter. A ccounts of the 1951 re-enactm ent of Sturt's journey, w ith the revered old N garrindjeri w om an Pinkie M ack singing songs and the N garrindjeri m en dancing, and all of the follow -up inform ation on the gradual loss of traditional songs, dances and m uch of the language, is well p resented (pp. 168-189) . Similarly, the revival in interest in language, as well as the con tin u u m in interest in singing (pp. 188-198) , is excellently illustrated. H ere Professor Bell very usefully draw s upon w ide-ranging studies by various experts as w ell as u pon the ethnographic records. At the sam e time, given that the au th o r relates th at Taplin recorded a large gathering 'w hich included people ranging from E ncounter Bay to the D arling R iver' (p. 173); that 'Pinkie Mack could sing up the River to Swan Hill and dow n to the C oorong' (p. 170); and that rela tively little is know n about traditional songs and dancing-in part because Taplin was prudishly offended by both (pp. 168-169) , it is surprising to me that the author did not m ake use of any of the references to the closely linked Lower M urray groups. If it is possible to refer to a N ative A m erican Spiderw om an in the sam e breath as Wurnri, it is surely reasonable to p resent evidence w hich w as apparently considered-the text ar.d bibliography hint at this-b u t then rejected. W hy Eyre (1845) , in particular, w as not considered, is such a m ystery that I now briefly touch on his records.
It seems strange th at the only reference to the locality at w hich Eyre w orked-M orrundee [M oorundie] (p. 300)-, the m ost prom inent early historical contact site north of N garrindjeri territory, is om itted from both the m ap on p. xvi and the index. Further, it seem s rem arkable that these particular N garrindjeri's near-neighbours should be overlooked w hen the author has, in general term s, been alerted to their sig nificance by the Berndts (Berndt, et. al., 1993: 21-22) , and w hen she has rem arked upon a w ide range of other groups. A nd it seem s astounding that the author, having been so able to discover all kinds of holes in the w oven fabric of other au th o r's presentations by going back to original sources, has b u t the following reference to Eyre:
Fay Gale (1989) ...urged a reconsideration of the early records and pointed to evi dence in E dw ard John Eyre's journals of w om en's cerem onies (p. 460).
These accounts of w om en's cerem onies alluded to by Fay Gale-a rare approved author (pp. 462-463)-give the descriptive inform ation that Taplin's prudishness elim inated (Eyre, 1997 (Eyre, [1845 , V ol.ll: 235-236); indicate that children practiced the dances of the adults; suggest that, w hilst the w om en had their separate dances, all w ere w itnessed by m en (and vice versa); indicate that there w as m uch cerem ony in w hich both m en and w om en took p art in entirely com plem entary w ays (ibid: 227-239); and also give other details about a w ide variety of cerem onies w hich detail the gender roles (ibid: 332-367).
As all w riters are selective in their use of references, perhaps the above are unfair com m ents, b u t it does seem odd that, despite the Berndts' hints and Fay Gale's urging and pointing, Eyre's account w as om itted from consideration. (It w ould have illum i nated C hapters One, Six, and Nine). C ertainly Eyre w as w riting, in the main, about the N gaiaw ong people-a g roup m ore generally included u n d er the nam e W alkandi-woni or R angm atm er by the N garrindjeri (Berndt, et.al., 1993:21) , b u t the cultural sim ilarities to the N garrindjeri w ere far greater than the differences. C hapter Four, 'Family, Friends and O ther Relations', indicates how it is that m any of the people w ho identify them selves as N garrindjeri have, as w ith m any other A us tralians, 'a m ulti-cultural heritage on w hich they can d raw '. However, as Professor Bell indicates, their distinctive heritage lies in association w ith ngatji totem s and relation ships: 'th e ngatji affiliation' is stated to be 'central to their identity as N garrindjeri ' (p. 207) . The au th o r diligently leads readers through a section on the people 'A ccom m odat ing C hange' (pp. 208-211); expands upon this; discusses the revival of m en's non-sacred carving activities; and then indicates how it is that instinctive and em otional feelings becom e know ledge and belief. As all individuals on earth rely on instinct and express (or som etim es suppress) em otion, the com m ents by N garrindjeri people on these miwi m atters are likely to be consciously or subconsciously assessed by all readers on the basis of their ow n experiences and beliefs.
The m ore I read of this chapter, the m ore I felt-as I had shortly after the startthat I w as reading m y w ay u p a steep Coorong sandhill-a com bination of tw o steps forw ard and one step back, then one step forw ard and tw o steps back. C onsiderable am ounts of the first p a rt of the book include reflections and descriptions such as the fol lowing:
U nfortunately this m om ent w as not captured on video. W ould it have been ap pre ciated had it been? She told the story later but, w ithout a context, the significance w as lost (p. 221).
On the third day of the Long Walk in N ovem ber 1996, Genevieve and I had joined the w alkers at Cole's Crossing on the Finniss River. It w as not an easy site to find and w e w ere not the only ones w ho did a circuit of M ount M agnificent on the for est roads before catching sight of the su p p o rt vehicles (p. 223).
This m ay be an attem p t at a light touch, b u t it h ardly advances the chapter. With due respect for the au th o r and her great labour, I consider that even a m oderate review panel of fem inist anthropologists and a m oderate fem inist editor could have elim inated one quarter of the book w ith o u t any loss to the N garrindjeri.
C hapter five, 'A Land A live', has less of the above kind of p adding, b u t has its problem s. For instance, w hilst in traditional tim es ecological concerns included prohibi tions on-am ongst other things-'[im proper] use of resources, taking too m uch, eating too m uch' (p. 258), this dram atically changed w ith access to E uropean technology. John Lewis, a stockm an on the C oorong in the 1860's, recorded the inter-phase time:
[In] the C oorong p ro p er there w ere m ackerel and m ullet, and a m ost delicious fish w as a little one called the 'Kongolly', w hich came into the river once a year to spaw n, and w as there for about six w eeks. The native m en w ould never allow the w om en or the very y o ung m en to eat the fish until after the first moon.
Swan w ere num ero u s in the C oorong in those days, and the natives, after harvest, used to p u t...l [pound] each in the 'pool', and go to the island opposite Touacherie Island, and shoot the birds as they cam e across. The one w ho got the m ost for the week w as entitled to the pool, w hich kept him in rations all the year ro u n d ...It w as a great sin that so m any beautiful birds w ere destroyed w antonly, as the natives could not eat one-quarter of w h at they shot (Lewis, 1922:11-12) .
That the latter kind of w astage of resources continued for a century or m ore is sug gested by the need to brin g in a law to protect pelicans against excessive Aboriginal harvesting, as well as excessive destruction by the w ider public (pp. 73-77), and by D oug W ilson's com m ent that, p rior to the b uilding of the barrages, 'you'd get tw o to three ton [of m ullow ay] at a tim e' (p. 259). As statem ents elsew here in the book suggest that G oolw a's N garrindjeri population w as b u t a few families prior to the 1934-1940 construction tim e, one m ight be forgiven for thinking that, even if som e of the catch was salted, m ost of the fish had to be throw n away. H ow ever, D oug W ilson m ay have been a professional fisherm an at the tim e, in w hich case w astage need not have been involved at all. In that the changing dynam ics of N garrindjeri society are w ell-exam ined by Pro fessor Bell in num ero u s other situations, w ith 'F inding M eaning in a C hanging World: A constant' (pp. 474-482) a spirited defence against detractors, it is surprising that such evidence as the above w as not considered, given that the m odern N garrindjeri ecologi cal concerns are so eloquently presented.
In another problematic section the author, after quoting Doreen Kartinyeri's account of babies dying, women having miscarriages, women in pain and rolling about in agony-apparently for days-when the jetty was being built at Raaukkan in 1879, comments:
In Taplin's journal (16-17/7/1879) I find a reference to the building of the jetty. There is no mention of the women's agony, but could we expect him to have recorded it had we noticed? (p. 269).
It is difficult not to assume that the reader is meant to think, 'N o', but the author's own comments (pp. 105-106), and more particularly those sections of Taplin's journal quoted in Woods (1997 Woods ( [1879 : 71-118), suggest that the answer would be a resounding 'YES!' Given that the answer is 'Yes', then one has a problem with Doreen Kartinyerri's evidence, not because it is not truly believed, but because it has no support-evidence in a situation where Taplin can reasonably be expected to have attem pted to assist the women; recorded the women rolling about on the ground in agony in compassionate detail; read the burial services over those who were Christian converts; and to have sent a detailed account to the Government authorities in Adelaide. The author deals with this problem, but how well she deals with it is up to the individual reader to decide.
The later section on 'Burials...' (pp. 286-287) is well and compassionately devel oped, but is again undercut by failure to acknowledge those ethnographic records which create a challenge. For instance, three different reports by early recorders about the carrying of the corpses of children are conflated into one account that is implied to be aberrant (p. 303), yet Eyre, writing of 'the Murray and contiguous tribes', and distin guishing the differences between still-born children, unweened children and older chil dren, was quite specific that deceased '[infants] not weaned are carried about by the m other for some months, well wrapped up, and when thoroughly dry, are put into nets and bags, and deposited in the hollows of trees, or buried' (Eyre, 1845 (Eyre, [1997 : 346). If a weaver spider from North America can be used as evidence in support of a Ngarrindjeri myth, it is odd-to reiterate a point made earlier-that near-neighbouring Murray River people, with almost identical customs to the Ngarrindjeri, cannot be referred to. Even more odd is that, whilst several present-day Ngarrindjeri men and women of the proponent groups who were prepared to cooperate with the author emphasise that men had, and continue to have, particular rights associated with m ortuary and other prac tices on Mundoo Island, even to the point where ' [women] are not supposed to go to M undoo or even mention the name' (pp. 296-298), there is no discussion by the author that indicates that these practices and restrictions are relatively recent developments. Evidence that this is so is implied by Police-trooper T. Moriarty of Goolwa, who noted that both M undoo and Hindm arsh Islands were part of the territory of the large 'clan' of the Ngarrindjeri called Tanganarin (in Taplin, 1879 Taplin, [1989 : 50), and by Taplin, who fur ther implies that Mundoo Island had a sizeable resident population; specifies one indi vidual who had a special gift-exchange relationship with another person resident in another 'tribe' upstream on the Murray; records that the M undoo group attem pted to steal a young wom an from the Point Malcolm group; further notes that in the ensuing fight 'the old women, as usual, bore a distinguished part'; notes that 'a lot of Mundoo blacks went and attacked the Lake Albert tribe'; and also records that 'the old enemies, the Murray and Mundoo clans, fell out', their quarrel being over a woman (in Woods, 1879 Woods, [1997 : 33, 71-72, 86, 111). As the author does not at all deny use of the island by N garrindjeri families in the late n ineteenth century (pp. 553), and is intent on proving that no N garrindjeri 'p ro p o n en t' person lied d u rin g the H indm arsh Island Royal C om m ission, I reiterate th at it seem s strange th at w h at ap p ears to be excellent evidence for a continuing tradition of creative oral history is not considered. Perhaps, though, this is p art of the 'w ork-in-progress' that over 250 pages later she m entions as involving the N garrindjeri w om en-b u t not, apparently, the m en (p. 557).
Every chapter, every sub-headed section, in the book has this m ixture of presenta tion. The genuinely good research, the genuinely good inform ation, is constantly drow ned in flood-w aters of inflated fem inist ethnographic discussion, or diverted into billabongs of personal detail. Sins of om ission, justified or cloaked by the author's 'fem inist reading' of the sources, are num ero u s and it is difficult not to conclude that the process obscures as m uch as it reveals.
No reader should deny th at there is not som e good inform ation in the book, b u t no reader w ith even partial access to the books listed in the bibliography, or sim ply w ith a reasonable sense of history, w ill be likely to feel other than that they've occasionally been m isled. Before going on to som e additio n al positive com m ents, the following is a very brief selection of an encyclopedia of fu rth er reasonable questions that can be asked, and constructive criticisms th at can be m ade.
W hy is the return of w hales to South A ustralian coastal w aters 'confirm ation of the w isdom of the [N garrindjeri] elders' (p. 318) m ore so than the unm entioned interna tional bans on w haling and creation of m arine parks?
Is the account of the 'birth of the w hite buffalo calf called Miracle in W isconsin', and a statem ent by W hite Buffalo Calf W om an (p. 319), neither of w hom are listed in the index, really significant in an account of the N garrindjeri interest in the return of w hales? A coincidentally sim ilar belief in one instance of the very different cultures (e.g. see Powell [1981] for a detailed account of traditional Lakota and Cheyenne culture and history) is purely th at-a coincidentally sim ilar belief.
H ow is it that w hales w ere never historically recorded as for use in N garrindjeri transport, as M aggie Jacobs is quoted as saying? (p. 320). Such a w orld first is surely w orthy of further com m ent.
W hy is it that no N garrindjeri w om en are q uoted about the special significance of w hales to w om en w hen they are q uoted extensively about m any other aspects? The au th o r states that 'N o d o u b t the close kinship w om en expressed w ith the w hale is a com m entary on their recognition of a fellow w arm -blooded m am m al w ho bears live young, suckles them , and is extrem ely protective of them ' (p. 321). W hy is there 'no d o u b t' w hen she provides no evidence w hatsoever that the N garrindjeri w om en have ever articulated this; w hen there is no evidence th at indicates that N garrindjeri w om en considered that w hales w ere other than descended from a m ythological male; and w hen there is no evidence that the N garrindjeri used term s such as 'm am m als' and 'calves' until relatively recent tim es-their traditional term w as kojidoli, as the author notes, w ith 'y o u n g ' or 'sm all' the m ost likely identifying term for a 'calf' (Taplin, 1997 (Taplin, [1879 :137,141). A nd how is it that this pure speculation becom es a given fact of 'celebra tion of the protective nature of w hales w ith their calves' (p. 427)? The author's further speculation about w hales, w om en, grass-trees and fire w as not, since she does not quote them , su p p o rted by a shred of such a suggestion from the N garrindjeri w om en. We are asked to 'imagine the spout of the whale, the steam rising from the fire, and how it rep licates the shape of the grass tree' (p. 321). I can imagine 'the spout' and 'the steam' without at all perceiving replication of 'the grass tree'. Without meaning any offence at all to the Ngarindjeri by my speculation, why not imagine, in a decidedly male image, that the spout-which in the mythology is related to a 'fire (warm blood) inside' the mythological male whale (p. 321)-, is the visible representation of the whale's penis, which replicates the grass tree? Given that the mythological whale's fire was 'placed... in a grass tree, where it remains today and may be brought out by rubbing' (p. 321) and the author's reference to Ngarrindjeri 'firestick marriage' (p. 322), this speculated inter pretation seems at least possible. Furthermore, since in one version of the Ngurunderi myth it is Ngurunderi who frees his two wives from the grass-trees (Smith, ) and, to use a central Australian expression as the author intermittently does in sup port evidence, 'poking about with a hot fire-stick' causes pregnancy and they have four children, the speculation is even more logical. It is, nonetheless, totally unproveable, as with the author's speculation.
Whilst use of the imagination is to be encouraged, it is doubtful whether the author has done herself or the Ngarrindjeri a service by asking for it here. Her own words are apposite: 'The postmodern turn in anthropology-which nurtures the "invention of tradition" debates, where discourse becomes a "free play of signifiers"limits the ability of members of dominated communities to circulate their own signs, stories and meanings', (p. 421).
Doreen Kartinyeri is quoted as saying that she had learnt 'about the story' of the Lower Murray -'the landscape as a gendered body' as the author puts it-from her Aunty Rosie some time prior to 1954. However, she only perceived this 'story' in a reve lationary way herself when, in 1954, she happened to see 'the shape of the womb and the ovaries' when glancing at a school map (p. 270). Surely this is deserving of some comment at this point of time in the book, given that Victor Wilson is on record as hav ing said to Doug Milera that he first perceived a similarity to a woman whilst studying an aerial map of the Murray Mouth and adjoining country in April, 1994; that he pro posed telling Doreen Kartinyeri this; and that-still in April 1994-Doreen Kartinyeri is reported as saying, whilst being shown the map and responding to Victor's comments, 'Yes, I can see it now'. This evidence was all considered by the author in her close read ing of the Royal Commission evidence. If Doreen Kartinyeri has 'been called a "fabrica tor" by Commissioner Stevens' (p. 48), then it is a pity that evidence which could be interpreted as fabrication has not been effectively countered by the author. No-one at all need doubt that, as the author states, '[before] Hindmarsh Island became a household name in Australia, Doreen Kartinyeri's work was well known to researchers in the Aboriginal field', in particular with regard to her 'extensive research into Ngarrindjeri families' (p. 48), and one can also agree with the author's later statement in defence of Doreen Kartinyeri that 'there is a distinct difference between deliberate fabrication and the ongoing process of meaning-making in an oral culture' (p. 425), but these are not the problems in the context of the above.
In relation to the preceding, it also seems odd that a school map, known to have had 'vivid colours', could not be located (p. 624) when all schools in South Australia had one in the 1940s-1960s period, and when the author had a team of researchers assisting her. As a student in South Australian country and city schools from 1944-1956 I too recalled the m ap and, u p o n m aking one telephone call, found that it w as a 1941 'M ap Of S outh A ustralia' w hich w as 'P ublished By The Education D epartm ent of South A ustralia For Use In Schools', and that it w as p repared by 'L. Moore, G overnm ent pho tolithographer, A delaide'.
In contrast to the preceding five chapters, C hapter 6, 'Signs and Sorcery', has num erous strengths in the presentation and, w hilst one m ight question certain com m ents and assertions in a relatively m inor way, is m ore truly illustrative of the contin uum of N garrindjeri beliefs than all th at precedes it. The reason for this is, I believe, that the au th o r does not have to attem p t m ajor reconstructions of the broken w eave of N gar rindjeri culture here, and therefore does not in tru d e w ith pages of fem inist speculation. In other w ords, the N garrindjeri p eo p le's ow n voices are heard m ore strongly than in the preceding chapters. The chapter thus provides an excellent conclusion to Part One.
Part Two, 'The Politics of K now ledge', is by far the strongest section of the book. C hapters 7, 'R especting the Rules: O ral and W ritten C ultures', opens the section. In m any w ays it is a greatly expanded version of the Prologue, and at tim es reads as though it is a p repared anthropological lecture w hich has incorporated N garrindjeri evidence. The au th o r raises a considerable nu m b er of points that have becom e increas ingly significant in A ustralia in recent years, of w hich one brief extract will suffice to illustrte a com plex issue.
In early 1996...[H enry Rankine] had alerted m e to a problem in dealing w ith w rit ten sources w hen I first so u g h t access to the Tindale papers in the South A ustra lian M useum . In H enry R ankine's view, there w as inform ation from his father, Clarence Long, and other N garrindjeri w ith w hom Tindale w orked, that w as not to be read by w om en, and the w hole m an u script w as to be treated respectfully . Even published texts that contain transcriptions of w hat had been said required perm ission. The w ord is still ow ned (p. 363).
H ow ever sym pathetic other people are to the N garrindjeri, or other Aborigines w ho m ake sim ilar statem ents, every person in the w id er society tends to take a different stance, d e p en d in g on her or his concept of dem ocracy, the degree to w hich the experi ences is know n to have been shared or paid for, and so on. H ad Tindale's proposed book abo u t Clarence Long, The World of Milerum, been published in the 1960s, as 'O ld Tinny' told m e he had originally hoped, there can be no doubt that it w ould have been respectful of both M ilerum and N garrindjeri culture in the context of the time. That does not m ean, as H enry Rankine indicates, th at he w ould now accept that it should all be in the public dom ain. H ow does one deal w ith such m atters? Professor Bell discusses the num erous facets well in a later section (pp. 439-441). However, to extend the point, does each and every w riter w ho w ishes to quote from Taplin's South Australian Aborig inal Folklore (1879), w hich includes 'transcrip tio n s of w h at had been said ' in the 1860s-1870s, require perm ission to use an extract w hen in m any instances there is no evidence w hich m an or w om an told Taplin and his other contributors the m aterial quoted? This is not a criticism , b u t a question stim ulated by the au thor's interesting and thought-pro voking discussion.
M any such m oral and other issues are raised, the N garrindjeri them selves indicat ing how they are grappling w ith them , an d also pointing out that, treasure-troves though the records of such as the Berndts' and Tindale's records m ay be, they are not infallible (e.g., see pp. 396-398). As w ith all chapters, the sub-headings, such as 'W hose K now ledge? W hose Rules?', 'T he Trouble w ith Books' and 'Staying Silent:Speaking O u t', are com m ended as giving genuinely good guides to those readers w ho m ay w ish to 'd ip and brow se', or stu d en ts and researchers w ishing to consider specific issues.
M uch as the chapter is generally recom m ended to the interested reader of an th ro pological/eth n o g rap h ic texts, there are num bers of problem s, tw o of w hich-the first serious and the second m inor-provide sufficient illustration of m y concerns.
The first is the author's questioning of the 'd issident' w om an, Bertha Gollan, born in 1920, w ho w as considered by the judge of the Royal Com m ission to have told the tru th w hen she stated that she-as w ith other 'd issident' w om en-had never heard of 'w o m en 's business' in general; never heard of specific sacred significance to do w ith the w aters around H indm arsh Island; and never heard any suggestion by older w om en th at 'there m ight be any secret know ledge to be passed...[on]' (p. 381). A lthough she w as not able to talk w ith Bertha Gollan, w ho had spent forty-five years in the crucial N garrindjeri country u n d er consideration, the author is not content w ith one of her ow n assessm ents of stated lack of know ledge-'There are silences and there are lacu nae' (p. 403). Thus it is that, keeping in m ind her determ ination to rem ain 'value-free' in her w riting, she chips aw ay at Bertha's statem ents by alluding, am ongst other things, to her jobs, fair skin and three other people's recorded know ledge of putari practice (pp. 381^404). The latter term , it w ill be noted, w as not at all m entioned in the quoted sta te m ents by Bertha Gollan, b u t the au th o r then concludes: 'Bertha Gollan's ignorance can not be explained by an absence of putari practice w hen she w as grow ing up, or w h en she w as a m ature w o m an ' (p. 404). This fem inist understanding, w hich-to reiteratestands in contradiction to Bertha's clearly stated evidence, is explained-it is impliedby either the older w om en deliberately w itholding know ledge from Bertha G ollan because she disobeyed laws, by Bertha herself w itholding know ledge or-again by im plication from elsew here in the book-, by Bertha being an uninterested descen d an t of the 'old people' (p. 424). The strongest evidence provided for this is a quotation from Doreen K artinyeri w ho rem arked, 'Surely she w ould have learned m ore' (p. 404). I adm ire the fact that the author, in som ething that can be fairly assum ed to have been akin to forty-five m inutes of specific discussion in forty-five days of field-work, vcas able to learn m ore than Bertha did in forty-five years of direct association w ith the c ru cial country and num bers of the m ost significant 'old people'. And I am surprised th a t in the nearly 50 years of Bertha's a d u lt life prior to the Royal C om m ission none of the 'p ro p o n en t' w om en-all of w hom know her well-discussed w ith her or the other 'd is sident' kinfolk the crucially significant u n derstandings about H indm arsh Island, the sacred w aters and putari practice. The au th o r does not substantially challenge the s ta te m ent that Bertha and everyone else in the small Raukkan com m unity 'knew e v e ry body's business and that they w ere in and out of each other's houses all of the tim e' (p. 381). There is no inform ation given th at indicates that Bertha Gollan, along w ith o th e r 'p ro p o n en t' and 'd issid en t' w om en alike, did not have understandings about c h ild bearing, acting as a m id-w ife, and generally know ing w h at to do about the placenta a n d um bilical cord (the latter directly associated w ith putari practice)-in fact, this is a d m it ted (p. 404). H ow ever, the au th o r does not question that the 'ritu al exchange aspect m ay have fallen into d isuse ' well before 1930 (p. 494) . A nd there is honestly stated evidence th at the au th o r read out detailed historical notes about navel cords to the 'p ro p o n e n t' w om en, w hich m entioned and explained the w ord putari (p. 226); there is evidence tthat som e of the 'p ro p o n e n t' w om en only knew about the use of the putari in in very indirect w ays associated w ith a great-grandm other, ascribing other uses to it than those tradi tionally know n (p. 337); and there is a hin t that the w ord w as not rem em bered by a 'p ro p onent' w om an in another instance (p. 404). As the key 'p ro p o n en t' w om an Doreen K artinyeri states, this does not m ean that she w as a 'fabricator' (p. 404), nor does it m ean that any of the other 'p ro p o n e n t' w om en w ere fabricators. W hat it does suggest, though, is that that they had inform ative, perh ap s even revelationary, discussions w ith the author, w h o had detailed ethnographic records in hand du rin g the discussions. As there is no inform ation presented w hich suggests that the 'd issid en t' w om en w ere afforded the sam e 'p ro v in g u p ' of evidence, this m ight partially explain w hy there w ere, and apparen tly still are, differences in com prehensions by the 'p ro p o n en t' and the 'd issid en t' w om en about the sacred putari practice.
Secondly, just as there are-as the au th o r states-speakers w ho 'glide onto another topic so gracefully th a t...th e m ove w ould be alm ost undetectable' (p. 402), so the au th o r occasionally 'glides' in h er w riting. It w ould, I suggest, be an unusually know ledgeable person in the general A ustralian public, let alone an overseas readership, w ho w o u ld com prehend th at the reference to 'the W arum ungu land claim, 1984', sandw iched as it is in betw een extensive com m ents about N garrindjeri people (p. 403), is a reference to a land claim in the Tennant C reek area of the N orthern Territory rather than som ething to do w ith one of the N garrindjeri clans. C hapter 8, 'S orting the Sources: W riting about the Lower M urray', com m ences w ith the sub-heading, 'W ho has Fabricated the N garrindjeri?'. There are som e genu inely interesting questions raised ab o u t m any aspects-again the sub-headings give excellent g uidance-b u t the au th o r is too intent on enjoying a gam e of skittles w ith the m ajority of w riters m entioned to consistently allow her ow n view s the clarity they deserve. A diligent sixty-three pages later it is difficult not to conclude that, ap art from the 'p ro p o n e n t' N garrindjeri w om en w ith their 'fem inist tradition' traceable through 'blood lines' d atin g back to the n ineteenth century (p. 468), no-one has told the truth. This being a bit too extrem e, the a u th o r pulls back on the reins a little, and allow s her self-the m odestly unnam ed 'n o t just any w o m an ' reseacher (p. 460)-and fem inist anthropologists Fay Gale and D eane Fergie (p. 469) to join the 'p ro p o n en t' w om en in a race to the w in n in g post. Everyone else is u n d er the w hip, som e w om en for not being declared fem inists back in the late 1930's and at the tim e of the World War 11 bom bings of Pearl H arb o u r and D arw in (pp. 460-462); C atherine Berndt for numerous entirely spec ulated failings (463-467); others, thro u g h having blinkers of various kinds, being subcon scious fabricators; and especially m o d ern 'arm chair anthropologists' (p. 472) an d -in the next c hapter-the 'd issid en t' w om en (pp. 518-520). Even those w ho adm it that their w ork is incom plete, and Tindale, w hose 'u n riv alled ' m aterial w as a 'rare privilege' to read, are given flicks of the w hip, if not thrashings (pp. 439-443) . Taking the broadest view, Professor Bell ably dem onstrates th at everyone is trapped by h e r/h is (but mostly his) w orld view, and by the lim itations of their gender, interests, understandings of lan guage, availability of docum ents and tim e for research.
The ch ap ter has tw o further sections w o rth m entioning. First, the question, 'H ow m ight a fem inist ethnography of the L ow er M urray be constructed?', is obviously placed here rath er than in the 'P ro lo g u e' to prepare us for a 'value-free' fem inist 'con struction' instead of a sim ple ethnographic 'p resen tation' in the final tw o chapters. The answers to the question are followed by, 'Finding Meaning in a changing World: A con stant', a section in which the author usefully reminds readers of the fact of 'the dynam c nature of Aboriginal societies in their pre-contact past, as well as their ability to adapt, absorb, and survive today' (p. 475), and the Ngarrindjeri's 'fierce determination to care for place they hold dear ' (p. 482) . It is an interesting, thought-provoking, passionate section: all readers are likely to find matters of interest in the discussion.
At this stage the author has worked hard to prepare readers for what I believe a-e her two most important chapters. To use a favoured image, there has been a long weav ing process, and all readers must look forward with keen anticipation to these final chapters to see how they complete the weave. As always, the author provides much excellent information, and much interesting discussion. And, to some extent to pre empt the chapter, I fully accept that men cannot experience menstruation and child birth, and therefore 'have no knowledge based on direct experience' (p. 535).
In one of the few light touches in the book, Chapter Nine's first character under the chapter title, 'Womens Beliefs, Bodies and Practices', is 'Pope Joan' (p. 483). Although she is not in the index, and it is doubtful that most young readers would know her by this name, it is nice to be reminded of a feminist Premier who worked hard and well, was a 'breath of fresh air' in Australian politics, and had and still has an agile mind and a sense of humour. (I suspect that her Ngarrindjeri connections are limited, though).
The trowel is used rather heavily in her initial discussion of gendered roles, with the gender 'reversals' being stereotypes in themselves-the 'ambitious woman who speaks her mind, heads a government or a church' is contrasted with the man who 'makes school lunches' (p. 483). (I incidentally find that having made school lunches, I join the author's 'Possible, but rare' category.) Still, the intent is 'to establish what Ngar rindjeri women were actually doing', and in particular whether 'it is possible to argue for the existence of knowledge that was...gendered and kept apart' (p. 484). (The emphasis, it should be noted, is primarily on practices of 50-100 years ago.)
One cannot strongly argue against the examples she gives to support her state ment that, 'for the most part women are gathering and men are hunting' (p. 485). Although her quoted reference to 'shellfish gathering' as a 'constant chore for Tangani women' (p. 484) can be challenged by the excellent account of men expertly doing the same (Smith, 1924, pp. 205-207) , which also means that other stated sex-specific tasks can also be challenged, this does not deny that the author is essentially correct when she writes: 'For the Ngarrindjeri, the division of labour is better understood in terms of a continuum rather than a sharp either/or division' (p. 486).
Professor Bell asks again, 'What were the women doing? Reclamation [of what they were doing] is the first step in the feminist ethnography...' (p. 489). One can but wholeheartedly agree that 'making women visible' is desirable, if at times difficult (p. 489-490).
She well develops the understanding of the sacred term miwi, known to both men and women, indicating variant perceptions (pp. 490-496) . And one need not at all chal lenge the fact that the birth of a child meant that the mother, mid-wives and other women were, on all possible occasions, the only people present, but if men also 'knew about the birth rituals and the associated symbols' (p. 496), then they also knew quite a bit about birth. The answer lies in the fact that, although men were normally not present at a birth, on rare occasions they were, and had to deliver the baby. (The Berndts recorded this fact on p. 142 of A World That Was [1993] , a page used by the author for two other quotes to do with birth). Furthermore, as the author also knows from her reading,'[as] soon as a child is born, the information is conveyed to the father, who immediately goes to see the child and to attend upon the mother, by carrying firewood, water, &c' (Meyer, quoted by Taplin, in Woods [1997 :13]). As the author would also know from her reading, the m en's camp was close enough for them to be able to hear the first cries of the new-born baby, and on his first visit the husband was 'usually' accompanied by 'som e older men (his own and his wife's relatives)' who 'would talk about the child, predicting what kind of an adult it would turn out to be'. (Berndt, et. al., 1993:143-144) . However, to reiterate, I accept that the historical ethnographic records and oral history records of the senior Ngarrindjeri women indicate that under conventional circumstances only Aboriginal women were present at a birth, and that under m odern situations in hospitals this is also conventional. I similarly accept that m enstruation was 'w om en's business' (pp. 508-509), even though, since by far the majority of historical ethnographic recorders about m enstruation were men, it is clear that the Ngarrindjeri men had considerable understandings of the 'greater details of the rituals, taboos, practices and key relationships', including that they knew the food taboos, knew and respected that they should avoid wom en at such times, and also clearly recognised if women had neglected the rules of m enstrual blood disposal (pp. 508-514). The author emphasises all of the statements of restriction that the Berndts recorded (Berndt, et. al. 1993: 153-154) but, after paraphrasing a few sentences, over looks two sentences. Professor Bell's words read:
During the day she sat over a fire, much the same as at birth; at dusk she moved to the women's camp, where she stayed with older women (p. 510).
The B erndts reference she is using reads:
During the day she would sit over a fire that was built in a hole...'[There is no ref erence to 'm uch the same as at birth' because, as Taplin indicates (1989 Taplin indicates ( [1879 : 48-49), the position was distinctively different]. 'If a man inadvertedly came nearby and saw the girl and women, he m ight ask, 'Makambitj lewun?' (Why Sitting?) They would reply, 'lewun p 'ringk piningi-angk' (Sitting straight down on two but tocks); this remark implied that a wom an was m enstruating (Berndt, et al., 1993: 153) .
That the author should have missed seeing these sentences in a little over one page that she has otherwise extensively paraphrased and commented upon seems remarkable, even given that this is a feminist reading of the sources. My own interpreta tion of the Berndt reference is that both men and wom en accepted that a man might inadvertedly walk so close that he could perceive the young wom an sitting in a way that he instantly knew to be unusual; that his question might have been expected but was doubtfully necessary, more likely being a form of excuse acceptable to the women; and that their answer was unam biguously understood by the transgressing man. This does not in the least deny that, generally speaking, men were warned away by defining markers or the vociferous calls of the senior women a century and more ago, or that today's Ngarrindjeri men don't have restrictions of associations with their partners or wives at times of menstruation.
The evidence the auth o r presents for female initiation is excellent-as far as it goes, and given that she has no intention of dw elling on the fact that the young men w ent through a variation of the sam e o peration as b ut one p art of their initiation, and that this had ceased being perform ed at m uch the sam e time as the w om en's operation (Berndt, et. al. 1993: 155, 178) . There being no living people w ho could give her details about the cicatrization associated w ith fem ale initiation, Professor Bell u n d erstandably draw s upon the ethnographic record. A particular point she m akes is that '[as] w ith other rituals w here w om en's know ledge ab out w om en's bodies w as transm itted, men w ere excluded' (p. 514). A lthough the m ajority of the account she presents suggests this, T indale's evidence, also quoted, is th at '[long] cuts w ere m ade by m en b ut only short ones by w om en' (p. 515). It seem s odd that this point, w hich totally contradicts the au th o r's em phatic statem ent about the exclusion of men, should be overlooked in the rest of the three pages of discussion. A nd if 'one can infer...[depilation] from other sources' (p. 517), it seem s odd that the au th o r cannot infer from Eyre's eye-w itness accounts, w ritin g about the culturally related people upstream on the River M urray, how the cicatrization w as m anaged. There she w ould have found nearly three pages of detailed description, acknow ledging differences in form and patterning of the w om en's 'tatto o in g ' am ongst the various River M urray and other 'tribes' (Eyre, 1997 (Eyre, [1845 , V ol.ll: 340), and including the follow ing clear statem ents about the cerem ony that w as closely associated w ith the onset of m enstruation: '[The] person [young w om an] w hose back is to be tattooed is taken out early in the m orning and squatted on the ground w ith her back tow ard s the o perator (alw ays a male), and her head bent d o w n betw een the knees of a strong old w om an w ho is sitting on the ground for that purpose: the back is thus presented in the best position to the operator,and the girl, as long as her head is held firm ly in its position, cannot possibly arise until it is all over' (Ibid: 341). After giv ing the details of this and another w itnessed operation, he gives yet another, in w hich he further states: 'A t this cerem ony m any other natives of both sexes, and of all ages w ere stan d in g looking on; b u t so little did they com m iserate the poor creature's suffer ings, that the degree of her pain only seem ed to be the m easure of their laughter and m errim en t' (Ibid: 343).
'A lw ays a m ale' is Eyre's 1840's eye-w itness w ording about the operator, and alm ost a century later Tindale's m ost senior and know ledgeable N garrindjeri inform ants (perhaps including w om en, tho u g h the au th o r does not tell us) reported the sam e use of a m ale operator for the m ost severe cuts. One cannot discount the possibility of there having been w om en-only gatherings for the initial associated ritual, although th at the B erndts' record is of the 1870's en d -p o in t of tim e for the operations, and that the au th o r accepts that the last rem aining senior initiated N garrindjeri w om an had h ad incom plete know ledge (p. 517), m ay w ell explain their variant account. Interestingly, too, w hilst no-one can deny the rem arkable am ount of highly detailed inform ation th at the Berndts recorded, the au th o r herself questions their reliability over certain religious m atters (pp. 175-176), including w h at C atherine Berndt recorded from this last initiated w om an, the legendary Pinkie M ack (pp. 463-468) .
A m ore m inor point is that, in later accepting a Seven Sisters Story (pp. 579-580), the au th o r gives such an abbreviated account that she forgets to m ention th at the E lders w ho instuct the Seven Sisters in their pre-initiatory training, then operate upon them , thereby introducing w om en's initiation, are im plied to be-in the reference available to m e-all m en (Smith, .
M uch as I am p repared to be corrected, the above evidence suggests that the author's w oven basket looks, at this point, m ore like a section of w ire-netting fence, and that even that has a hole in it. The au th o r herself created this w ith o u t the slightest assistance from either 'p ro p o n e n t' or 'd issid en t' N garrindjeri w om en, w hich I suggest illustrates one of the problem s w ith a 'value free' fem inist reading of the ethnography. So intent has the au th o r been on p ointing out that m en w ere 'excluded' that, in effect, she only sees the colour red w h en she looks at a rainbow. M ost readers (other than 'v alu e free' feminists?) w ould probably expect the sub heading 'M arriage' to follow m ajor discussions about the traditional significance of birth, the onset of m enstruation, and initiation. Even though the institution of m arriage in N garrindjeri society has alw ays involved a w om an and a m an in an open ceremony, w hich m eans that one cannot discuss exclusive w om en's activities very well, and even though num erous m inor references are scattered th ro ughout the book (one incorrectly referenced in the index), the au th o r declines to com m ent in any detail on this major institution. It is a pity that an editor did not request Professor Bell to provide a sub heading here, so that she could better synthesise and expand upon her ow n com m ents, as well as those of the early ethnographic recorders. Taplin, for instance, gives quite a sym pathetic portrayal of the m arriage ceremony, even though the evidence is that a male relative is alw ays 'form ally giving' the young w om an, and that there is no evi dence to indicate that the w om an other than 'signifies her acceptance of the giving by m aking a fire for her h u sb a n d ' (1989 [1879] : 35). The au thor has, adm ittedly, earlier con sidered and basically rejected this inform ation because it does not tell her w h at should, in her view, be heard from w om en (there is no evidence that w om en did not give Taplin the inform ation) about a 'firestick m arriage ' (p. 455) , and despite the fact that in Taplin's expanded reference (used w ith approval by the au th o r in other m atters), he notes:
A lthough the consent of a female is not considered a m atter of the first im por tance, yet it is alw ays regarded as desirable (Taplin, in W oods, 1997 (Taplin, in W oods, [1879 : 10); It is regarded by the fem ales as very disgraceful not to be given away in exchange for another (Ibid: 11. Taplin's em phasis), and;
A w o m an is supposed to signify her consent to the m arriage by carrying fire to her husb an d 's wurley, and m aking his fire for him. A n unw illing w ife will say, w hen she w ishes to signify th at she w as forced into m arriage w ith her husband, 'I never m ade any fire in his w u rley for him (ibid: 12).
The au th o r apparently justifies the elim ination of such evidence by giving em pha sis to Taplin's deliberately lim ited questionnaire (p. 455), rather than considering his and his w ife's decades of direct involvem ent w ith the N garrindjeri. (Even though a fair case could be m ade that the above un d erstan d in g s derived from Taplin's wife's discus sions w ith N garrindjeri w o m en in the 1860s-1870s, and furtherm ore that they were essentially true, it w ould also be correct if the au th o r w ere to point out, as she does of other w om en recorders elsew here [pp. 459-469] , th at Mrs. Taplin is not a know n early feminist).
In contrast to the preceding critical com m ents, the sam e chapter's sections from 'W om en's Bodies: The Subject of Inquiry' through to 'C losing the Circle' (pp. 520-544) contain much good information about prostitution, the 'half-caste' problem, infanticide and abortion, and an excellent discussion of 'w om en's business' which draws upon a wide range of sources (pp. 528-542) . The author's discussions of the reasons 'why women draw an ever-tightening veil of secrecy around their business', and the exist ence of 'women-only spaces' (p. 527) are well-presented, yet how much they are femi nist constructs and how much they are associated with the much-modified cultural constructs of present-day Aborigines (I doubt all are feminists) is difficult to know. In essence, though, I fully accept that there are aspects of 'w om en's business' in all socie ties, and that in Ngarrindjeri society these existed, to some muted extent, over a century ago. I also accept that there is a faint echo of this women's initiatory ritual in what young Ngarrindjeri women are told today by their mothers and other senior women about m enstruation, and that a strong degree of separation of husband and wife is likely to prevail during modern births in hospitals.
This leads us to Chapter Ten, the final chapter. It is entitled 'Sacred Orders: A weave of clans, stories and sanctions', and the first word beneath this is Kumarangk, one of the traditional site names on Hindm arsh Island which, in recent years, has tended to become a largely revived, if not widely accepted, term for the whole island (p. 545).
Since the author's purpose includes defence of the 'proponent' Ngarrindjeri against the summarising views of the Royal Commission into the 'H indm arsh Island affair' that they 'fabricated' information, and since she has closely studied w hat has been available to her from the Royal Commission records, one of her prim ary aims, one would have thought, was to prove that there was nothing of significance in the follow ing accounts. These references preceded the Ngarrindjeri 'dissident' people's claims of fabrication, and were so universally reported Australia-wide that they are only sum m a rised here. (Those also noted by the author in any detail are referenced in page numbers in brackets).
From 1988-1993 there were proposals for development of a bridge from Goolwa to Hindm arsh Island, and the media indicated that there was much opposition to these proposals by a wide range of people. No evidence was publically forthcoming in these six years that the Ngarrindjeri had any objections based on religious beliefs to such a bridge. In 1993 reports of archaeological sites temporarily halted the beginnings of bridge work. (As the sum m ary in the prologue indicates, Professor Bell effectively does not report on this period.)
In March 1994 Dr. Lindy Warrell, anthropologist, mentioned to some Ngarrindjeri people, Tom and Ellen Trevorrow, that it was a 'pity' that the Ngarrindjeri women did not have the same kind of women's law as did Aboriginal women of desert areas. 'It would be nice if there were some women's business', she said. (These remarks, regarded as significant by the Royal Commission and, to my knowledge, all other com mentators on the 'H indm arsh Island affair', are overlooked by the author.)
Within a brief time a group of Ngarrindjeri women discussed the issue of 'w om en's business' with regard to Hindm arsh Island and surrounds. Shortly after wards, whilst studying an aerial map of the Hindm arsh Island to M urray mouth area, Victor Wilson, a Ngarrindjeri man, is reported to have said to his friend Doug Milera, 'This is a woman and I'm going to Doreen Kartinyeri to explain it and find out about it'. At much the same time the Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs contacted an Aborig-inal and Torres Strait Islander Commission officer and, after reportedly stating that the archaeological evidence was insufficient to stop the bridge development, is also quoted as saying that 'som ething of cultural significance' was required. A day later, on 13 April 13 1994, Doreen Kartinyeri stated to an executive of the Department of State Aboriginal Affairs that she was a custodian of 'wom en's business'. (None of this was considered significant enough to be noted in the author's sum m ary in the Prologue, and is effec tively not considered in the book.)
Over the next month Mr. Wilson called a meeting of women to discuss 'women's business' to do with H indm arsh Island, as the men had no knowledge of 'm en's busi ness' there. For the first time in recorded history a woman, Doreen Kartinyeri, announced that she knew of 'wom en's business' to do with Hindm arsh Island. No other Ngarrindjeri woman, at this stage, claimed to know any such knowledge. Later Mr. Milera pointed out to Doreen Kartinyeri that the Hindm arsh Island to Murray Mouth area was 'in the shape of a wom an's privates', to which she is quoted as responding, 'Yes, I can see it now'. (Professor Bell's only comment on any of this is a brief dismissal, with out reference to the specific words. Apparently a 'Barbecue, Goolwa w harf' on 5 June [p. 5] is of greater significance.)
For this information not to be given due consideration is, surely, to place a femi nist bomb under all of the evidence of the 'proponent' people. No m atter how well she has taken their contradictory and confusing claims of belief (as the Royal Commission found them) and given them order, and no matter how strongly people may hold to these beliefs, the woven basketry of the Ngarrindjeri seems to me to have been blown to shreds by this 'value free' obliteration of those records which prove 'difficult'.
Whilst the above brief sum m ary is of information either wholly or substantially omitted from the author's considerations, it is only fair to report that the majority of events of significance thereafter, from 1995-1998, are well recorded. Thus, for instance, she notes that feminist anthropologist, Dr Deane Fergie prepared a 32-page report, marked 'To be read by wom en only' and therefore not publically available, which was submitted on 4 July 1994 (pp. 468-469) . The rest of the 1994-1995 developments, which had been accurately enough summarised in the prologue (pp. 5-70) and on occasions usefully touched-upon in the first nine chapters, are also developed and extended in both Chapter 10 and the epilogue.
At this point it is w orth recalling that the author presented evidence which, in the main, suggested that Ngurunderi, a male creator figure, was believed responsible for the creation of by far the majority of features in the Ngarrindjeri lands (pp. 91-104). Cer tainly, although they normally came from beyond the territory of the Ngarrindjeri, there were contradictory accounts which should not be dismissed, as with additional creator figures (Ibid). However, by-and-large the emphasis was on his deeds, and the author quotes with approval the 'm etaphor of land as body', in which all Ngarrindjeri lands are the symbolic body of N gurunderi himself (p. 264). If this male body is the authorapproved landscape, and if-as she accepts-Ngurunderi had a camp at Goolwa (pp. 364, [570] [571] [572] , then she appears to have proved a pervading maleness in the River Mur ray lands on either side of the River at Goolwa, on Hindm arsh Island and as far as the M urray mouth and all associated lands and waters. However, the author is also correct to indicate that there are genuine complexities in the mythology.
Professor Bell has drawn upon excellent records to indicate that there was 'A Complex of Clans' who once had associations with Hindmarsh Island (pp. 49-554), as well as to indicate that a 'Complex of Activities' was associated with the greater Goolwa area (pp. 554-558) . She is correct to indicate that the landscape is not entirelyfixed, the Murray mouth, in particular, having moved in historically recorded times (p. 567). (Interestingly, the comment in one of the Ngurunderi myth-accounts that 'the ground came up and formed a bridge across the river' at the Murray mouth [Smith, n.d., p. 327 ] may refer to an historically ancient low river. Newland also comments on the changes to the vegetation and landscape there, largely the result of European inter ference [Newland, 1926, pp. 185-186] ). She is correct to indicate the concerns that the Ngarrindjeri have over burials that are located on development sites (p. 546), and to be outraged at shocking graffiti (p. 547). She is, I believe, correct about many things, and there is no chapter in the book that does not have sections of merit.
What, though, of other matters in the chapter? The name Kumarangk is not, as the author indicates, the name for Hindmarsh Island as a whole in the early ethnographic records, nor from her own initial investigations (p. 545). The Berndts appear to have attempted to obtain a translation of Ngarrindjeri place-names whenever possible, and to quote them throughout the text, the maps and their translations (1993) . Despite what are almost certainly excellent translations of many words and recorded conversations, they did not manage a translation of the site-name Kumarangk. The author's statement that it is a name 'said to mean the place of pregnancy' (p. 545) is reasonable speculation on the basis of the evidence she presents, but is certainly not conclusive (p. 631). This is a relatively minor matter, on the one hand, but has important ramifications given cer tain of the 'proponent' women's comments, some of which are applied to the entire island. As I have earlier touched on this matter, I turn to another consideration.
As earler intimated, I believe that the author's sifting of the ethnographic record has indicated that Ngurunderi may have had a camp-site in the Goolwa area. Assum ing this to be so, it must have been a local Ngarrindjeri group variant on the otherwise much more highly detailed accounts which suggest that Ngurunderi travelled and camped elsewhere (e.g. Smith, n.d.: 317-331; Berndt, et.al., 1993: 223-230) . Policetrooper Moriarty's references to Ngurunderi (in Taplin, 1989 Taplin, [1879 :51-52]), surprisingly not used by the author to assist her presentation despite Moriarty having been based at Goolwa, seem to support the possibility of this variant, even though specific sites are not given. (At the same time, a legendary character called Kortuwe, who did have a hut 'near Goolwa' [Meyer, in Woods, 1997 : 204], may have created a confusion in transmitted oral memory, especially given that the far-distant 'Nurunduri' used a line to cast to the souls of people in the Goolwa area, and that these souls were thereby drawn to his homeland where they were 'allowed to live in Nurunduri's hut' [Ibid:206] ). Since Ngurunderi's deeds and site creations appear to have been universally known amongst the Ngarrindjeri, it is a pity, assuming such a camp-site existed at Goolwa, that the locality was not noted as with so many other site names. Those Ngarrindjeri who stated a specific locality, precisely where the proposed bridge was to be built (pp. 571, 573), unfortunately appear to have made no statement to such effect prior to the late 1990's. This does not mean that they are wrong, but it is not the best way to make a compelling case, especially given the very detailed records which indicate that Ngurunderi trav elled and camped elsewhere. It appears from the evidence which most clearly sug-gested to the Royal C om m ission that fabrication w as involved (that to do w ith H indm arsh and M undoo Islands and the w aters to the M urray M outh), took attention aw ay from other inform ation that the 'p ro p o n e n t' N garrindjeri knew about Goolwa. (The auth o r also located a Tindale reference that indicated that a m ythological being called Jekejere w as am ongst other creative beings in the Goolwa area. H ow ever, a late and very brief com m ent after the au th o r's reading of the Tindale records [364] to her late 1990's N garrindjeri inform ants-'Yes. He w as one of those fellows' [p. 573]-is a lim ited N garrindjeri statem ent of su p p o rt, no m atter how significant Jekejere m ay once have been).
A problem atic issue is the se c tio n ,' The M eeting of the Waters: H om e for Ngatji ' (pp. 562-570) . The au th o r m akes ap p ro p riate com m ent w hen she states that, '[p in p o in t ing] a precise location for a site such as the 'M eeting of the W aters' m akes little sense' (p. 567). H ow ever, this seem s to u nderm ine certain of her N garrindjeri inform ants' state m ents to both her and to the Royal C om m ission about significant localities: a 'shifting physical reality' (ibid) that stretches from the M urray m outh to at least Tailem Bend (p. 268) isn't necessarily a great deal of help to the 'p ro p o n en t' people's case w hen, for m any of them , their m em ories do not clearly pre-date the 1934-1940 construction of the five barrages. This does not at all seem to m e to deny the significance of the 'm eeting of the w aters' as amongst sites th at are significant for ngatji, and I am surprised at the lack of und erstan d in g of the term that-as the au th o r earlier indicates-the 'C ounsel Assist ing the C om m issioner' appears to have had (pp. 386-389) . I am also surprised to find, given the clear evidence presented for the very different, though flexible, geographi cally based gro u p s w ho once com prised the N garrindjeri (208-218) and w hat ngatji m eans (pp. 199-218) , that one of the inform ants has stated that 'K u m aran g k ...is the cen tral point for the N garrindjeri people a n d ...th a t's w hy all the ngatjis are there. That's their area' (p. 569). This does not at all accord w ith other evidence presented in the book or elsew here and, despite the au th o r referring to it all as 'ju st...an idea' (p. 210) and to 'v arious com peting positions on N garrindjeri trad itio ns' (p. 116), it is this kind of recent N garrindjeri statem ent w hich allow s the N garrindjeri to be challenged by a Royal Com m ission or developers. If it is an em otional statem ent w hich com bines genuine belief w ith dram atic overstatem ent (as it seem s to m e to be), then it w ould have been helpful for the au th o r to have pointed this out rather than left the statem ent as a contradiction of num erous other statem ents.
On an o th er m atter altogether, m any people w ould agree w ith the N garrindjeri that ideally it w o u ld be best if the various 1930s barrages could be rem oved so that the w aters m et naturally once again to correct dam age to the physical and spiritual envi ronm ent (562-570), yet practicalities w ith today's greater Goolwa area and the provi sion of fresh w ater suggest that this is not a likely solution today to the various environm ental problem s. O ne could continue w ith an exhaustive discussion of the num erous elem ents w ithin this chapter, b u t one m ore illustration will suffice. The sub section 'The Pleiades: Stories of Sisters, The Seasons and Survival' allow s readers to see the strengths and w eaknesses of the author.
The au th o r states in the prologue th at she has 'found nineteenth century refer ences (Taplin 1873:18) to the P leiades' (p. 16). This, it transpires 565 pages later, is one reference th at w as repeated in 1873 and 1879 (Taplin, in Woods, 1997 :xlii, 18). It refers to stars called 'th e M anchingga' w ho are identified as 'w arrio rs', and has no men-tion whatsoever of either the Pleiades or the Seven Sisters! Any reading of Taplin will indicate that 'warriors' are armed fighting men, at times identifiable by the spears car ried by the combatants or by specific mention (e.g. see Taplin's description of Captain Jack [ibid:90-91]), whilst women are always separately identified by group or individ ual name if also involved (e.g.Ibid: 70, 111). Meyer similarly stated that the 'stars were formerly men' (Meyer, in Woods, 1997 : 201).
There are no known records of Seven Sisters for the Ngarrindjeri in any of the other nineteenth century ethnographic sources quoted by the author, nor-despite the author's speculation-is there any evidence that Tindale managed any accounts by the very oldest people whom he interviewed, including the parents of David Unaipon (pp. 126-128, 581) . However, as a result of Mrs. K. Langloh Parker's publications of 1896-1898, the Narran River (New South Wales) Noongahburrah people's account of 'Meamei the Seven Sisters' (1978: 43-47) became widely known. Later books by a number of authors through to the 1930s popularised the Seven Sisters story. These included a c.1933 school book by Thomas, Some Myths & Legends Of The Australian Aborigines (n.d.) , which included as its first story an abbreviated version of the Parker myth account under the title, 'The Story of the Seven Sisters and the Faithful Lovers' (ibid:l2-14). This latter account was not geographically located, thus giving the impression that the story prevailed Australia-wide. At much the same time as these accounts were being pub lished, Aborigines from the central desert regions were migrating in increasing num bers to Ooldea and Port Augusta, with occasional Aborigines from other parts of the Lower Murray River, Point Pearce and the west coast of South Australia, Culcairn and Menindee in New South Wales, Victoria and sometimes even Western Australia, also finding their way to the Ngarrindjeri country (Berndt, et.al., 1993: 511-552) . The Ngar rindjeri women had also increasingly been having unions with Europeans, some of whom may have known the Seven Sisters story through their reading.
How much the above influences had impact on the older generation of Ngarrind jeri people and their beliefs ive do not know. Thus the Berndts, whose many publications attest to their major interest in mythology (e.g. Berndt, et.al. 1993) , including that of the Seven Sisters, and who interviewed the most senior and knowledgeable Ngarrindjeri people whom they could locate in the period 1939-1943, were not told a Seven Sisters story. What they were told, however, was that amongst the '[movement] of some stars in the Milky Way...[one] of the seven young men stars went over to the [six] girls and stayed' (Berndt, et.al., 1993:164) . The six girls were not identified as sisters, but were collectively known as Yatuka (ibid). I suggest that it is at least possible that these 'seven young men stars' were 'the Manchingga warriors' referred to by Taplin, although the name given by the Berndts is Ngalwara (ibid). However, as it is best to remain open-minded about the ethnographic record, there must be a possibility that the Seven Sisters story was amongst the myths being told by the people who migrated to Ngarrindjeri country from elsewhere in the late nineteenth century, that it was also being introduced to Ngarrindjeri children in schools in the 1930s (and possibly earlier), or-less likely, that it had been overlooked by the nineteenth century recorders.
Professor Bell ably develops the case for it being a myth that had been overlooked by the nineteenth century recorders, and well demonstrates that it is a myth with a con tinuum of understanding and belief by present-day Ngarrindjeri people. (All readers with an interest are referred to the comprehensive index references to the Seven Sisters.) However, she again undercuts what is excellent research and reflection. Her assertion that Taplin's 1870s Manchingga stars were Smith's 1930 Seven Sisters is an unproveable assertion on the basis of the evidence she presents (pp. 581-582, 586) . Her assertion that Taplin's 'warriors' were 'women warriors' is, in the face of all available evidence, pure speculation which becomes asserted fact (pp. 581-582), and it is not inconceivable that the suggestion may subconsciously have come from the author reading about the Native American 'brave warrior woman', Buffalo Calf Road Woman (Powell, 1981, Vol.ll: 964) . Her comment that dandelions are a replacement for some native flowering plant is sensibly logical but not proveable (pp. 574-575) . Her reference to Karloan's ini tiation is to the six girls yatuka in Karloan's and the Berndt context, not to the Seven Sis ters (p. 584), even though I acknowledge that she presents a very strong case for the number of stars to vary depending on the myth-teller, and for use of Seven Sisters by Tindale's key informant (p. 586). And she appears to conflate Albert Karloan's actual male initiation with Unaipon's Seven Sisters myth that tells how males introduced female initiation (p. 584).
None of the above critical comments deny that the author has written other than an excellent case for a Seven Sisters story being a long-term Ngarrindjeri tradition. However, the alternative possibility, that it was a mythology introduced in the late nine teenth century, has not been examined. If, as I believe that I have demonstrated, Taplin's Manchingga were male warriors, then the possibility must be that there was an intro duction of the Seven Sisters story after the 1879 date of publication. The evidence pre sented by Karloan, Milerum and others to, respectively, the Berndts and to Norman Tindale, does not, I believe, prove otherwise, even though their dates of birth were in the 1864-1870's period (Berndt, et. al., 1993: 3-7) . Had the myth been a Ngarrindjeri one of pre-European times, one would have expected, on the basis of all other mythological information presented, that nineteenth century records of Ngarrindjeri place-names in the Ngarrindjeri country indicated this, as they do other major mythologies. None are presented by the author. However, if the mythology was introduced late in the nine teenth century this lack of place-names would be understandable given the pressures then being placed upon Ngarrindjeri culture, whilst the more recent historical records and the oral history evidence presented by present-day Ngarrindjeri have complemen tary credence.
In essence, then, one can conclude that a Seven Sisters story did exist in Ngarrind jeri culture, and that it still survives. The only point of contention is at what time it was introduced and, as the author indicates, it is evident that, at the time of the Royal Com mission, the advocates on behalf of the Ngarrindjeri, and the Ngarrindjeri themselves, were sadly unconvincing (p. 586).
The epilogue, 'Whither?' advances the prior chapters by considering heritage leg islation and other developments and, as might be expected and as I believe should uni versally be approved, is sympathetic to the Ngarrindjeri people.
In summary, I admire the great research and endeavour that has gone into this book. In general it is a readable ethnography. The progressive development from chap ter to chapter is excellent, and a feminist reading of the sources has, from one perspec tive, provided a useful balance to the conventional male ethnographic and anthropological references. From another perspective, however, I believe that such a feminist reading is not remotely 'value-free' (as the author promised). Whether the book may also have unwittingly contributed to a further tearing of the Ngarrindjeri weave or not will depend on the Ngarrindjeri people's perceptions, and also how every reader individually interprets the information.
I regret to say that, much as I respect Professor Bell for her direct involvement with various Aboriginal peoples over the last twenty-plus years, and for her research and her publications, I found NgaRRiNDJeRi WURRUWARR1N a severely flawed book.
